Resolution

Relating to UPS 410.100 Student-to-Student Tutorials
Denoting Specific Course Numbers

Charging the Office of Academic Programs
to Review and Investigate Course Catalog Numbering
And Report Back to A.S. Executive Committee

M/SP (Jarvis/Rhodes) Motion to adopt the following resolution:

WHEREAS the Academic Senate just passed UPS 410.100 denoting specific course numbers for Student-to Student Tutorials and

WHEREAS other UPS documents exist that have similar restrictions;

RESOLVED the Academic Senate requests that Academic Programs investigate the catalog for instances of courses that are out of compliance and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Office of Academic Programs take steps to bring these courses into compliance and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that the office of Academic Programs will report the results of their evaluation and findings to the Academic Senate Executive Committee.

Noted information prior to vote to approve this resolution: No action should be taken until the extent of any problem(s) is determined in Academic Programs, Graduation Unit or TDA Unit.

VOTE (by Voice) Jarvis/Rhodes resolution was approved.